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Who we are

The voice of the lighting industry in Europe

33 Members
1,000+ Companies
100,000+ People employed
€21B Annual turnover
Our members
LightingEurope has made progress in achieving the lighting industry’s Strategic Roadmap to grow the Value of Lighting by 2025.

The lighting industry is harnessing the potential of LEDification and Sustainability and is delivering energy efficient and sustainable lighting products.

The increased Value of Lighting to society will come from Intelligent Lighting Systems and Human Centric Lighting.

The European lighting industry is working with European legislators to ensure a Healthy Regulatory Framework, with simple, sound rules that are better enforced, to foster growth in the market and for people.
Our priorities

LightingEurope’s priorities:
SOUND & SIMPLE RULES that are easy to understand, apply and enforce, and that help create a positive business environment in Europe

LightingEurope’s priorities:
IMPLEMENT CIRCULAR ECONOMY THINKING by supporting industry and shaping rules that reflect the Value of Lighting

LightingEurope’s priorities:
DELIVER THE VALUE OF LIGHTING through intelligent lighting systems and human centric lighting

LightingEurope’s priorities:
BETTER ENFORCEMENT to ensure safe, quality products for users and a level playing field for industry
Our focus areas

**Value of Light**
Growing the market by stimulating intelligent lighting systems and human centric lighting

- Building Automation and Control Systems
- IoT
- Smart Readiness Indicator
- Healthy buildings
- Interconnectivity

**Better Enforcement**
Ensuring safe quality products for users and a level playing field for European industry

- Market Surveillance
- Internal Market
- Compliance programme
- Enforcement
- EEPLIANT3
- E-commerce
- ProSafe

**Renovation Wave Initiative**
EPBD

- Digital Single Market
- Smart buildings
- System efficiency
- Building Management Systems

- Smart cities
- Quality of life (health, wellbeing, performance)

**Cybersecurity & data privacy**

**System efficiency**

**Building Management Systems**

**Occupational Health and Safety**

**Interconnectivity**

**EPBD**

**Value of Light**
Growing the market by stimulating intelligent lighting systems and human centric lighting

**Sound Product Rules**
Shaping simple rules that are easy to understand, apply, and enforce, and a positive business environment in Europe

- Growing the market by stimulating intelligent lighting systems and human centric lighting
- Green Public Procurement
- Custom Codes
- Energy Labelling
- Standby power
- Low Voltage Directive
- Trade
- Retrofiting
- Energy Efficiency
- Eco-design
- ENEC

**Sustainability**
Minimising the ecological footprint by supporting the industry and shaping rules that reflect the particularities of lighting

- RoHS
- WEEE
- REACH
- Product lifetime
- Repair and reuse
- Durability
- Green Public Procurement
- Waste generation & management
- Horizon 2020
- Serviceability
- Reparability
- Material Efficiency Standards

**Internal Market**

- Product lifetime
- Repair and reuse
- Durability
- Green Public Procurement
- Waste generation & management
- Horizon 2020
- Serviceability
- Reparability
LightingEurope address both horizontal topics impacting all products/business segments as well as vertical applications.

Our current vertical activities include:

- **Emergency Lighting**
- **Automotive Lighting**
- **UV-C Lighting**
Our organisation

SG = Subgroup
WG = Working Group
Value for members

✓ Only **voice of the lighting industry** in Brussels
✓ **Dedicated** to lighting – sector specific
✓ Direct access to decision makers – the lighting industry’s **Brussels office**
✓ **Strategic vision** providing direction for the lighting industry
✓ **Influence** EU legislation and policies on lighting
✓ **Early warning** on upcoming policies and laws impacting lighting and your business
✓ **Guideline documents** and **access to experts**: understand how EU rules impact you and what you need to do to comply
✓ Compliant forum for industry to **exchange views** and reach consensus
Influence EU legislation (96 %)

Learn in time about policy impacts on corporate strategies (86 %)

Connect with policy makers (85 %)

100 % of our members say that LightingEurope has an impact on EU legislation and policies

Source: LightingEurope Member Survey – March 2019
Recent achievements

✓ Influenced the **new Ecodesign & Energy Labelling** requirements for lighting

✓ Introduced **pragmatic removability requirements** for products containing light sources

✓ Supported the **uptake of new technologies, human comfort and wellbeing** in the revised EPBD and SRI (buildings policies)

✓ Successfully advocated for a **revised custom code** for LED products in the WCO’s Harmonised System (HS 2022)

✓ **Excluded luminaires from the EPREL database**
Membership benefits and services

✓ Participate in Working Groups and Task Forces
✓ Regular updates on latest policy developments and how they impact the industry
✓ Shape LightingEurope positions and advocacy strategies
✓ Access to LightingEurope guidelines – how to interpret and apply EU rules
✓ Complimentary invitations to LightingEurope events
✓ Monthly Newsletter
✓ Voting rights in the General Assembly
✓ Right to stand for election to the Executive Board
Our campaigns: #BetterLighting

Light impacts more than just our ability to see

It also affects our alertness, cognitive performance, emotions and sleep/wake cycle. This is why we need bright white light that mimics sunlight to be active during the day and darkness to get a good night’s sleep.

Visit www.valueoflighting.eu
Our campaigns: Lighthouse

LightingEurope’s lighthouse helps EU regulators navigate the diversity and complexity of the lighting industry. Check now www.europeanlightingpriorities.eu

Visit www.europeanlightingpriorities.eu
Our campaigns: Compliant Lighting Initiative

Supporting compliance and fair competition in the luminaire market

CLI stands for Compliant Lighting Initiative and is a market surveillance program of LightingEurope in partnership with European national lighting associations. The aim of the CLI is to ensure a fair competition among companies in the lighting industry, specifically with regards to the luminaire market.

Visit www.compliantlightinginitiative.eu
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